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Abstract
Records of municipal planning documents directly affect the land use. In this way, the market price of the land is also
shaped. Awareness of the economic and social consequences of adapting specific solutions is the primary argument that
should condition the local policy in terms of spatial planning. The research results indicate that the network trained with
attributes which do not describe a property value by its price was able to estimate it with acceptable and satisfactory
results. The possibility to use artificial multilayer networks in spatial policy decision-making seems well founded. The
research results show the relevance of the assumption that using them for modeling can be helpful in selecting the most
advantageous variant of planning arrangements in a local law document which determines the land use and development,
therefore impacts its value.
Key words: planning analysis, local zoning plan, local policy, deep learning, deep neural networks, machine learning,
artificial intelligence

1

Introduction

The land designation made on the basis of a planning document
directly affects the land use. In this way, the market price of
the real estate is also shaped. Then, it should be assumed that
a municipal spatial policy has a direct impact on the economic
value of a neighborhood (Cymerman et al., 1999; Laskowska,
2008). Adoption of a local plan, resulting in a change of land
designation, has an impact on a real estate market value, causing it to rise or fall. Thus, when implementing a planning document, which has the indicated effects, it is reasonable to assess the impact of its findings on the space, but not only in
the context of the documents required by law, i.e. assessment
of the impact on environment and assessment of the financial
impact of the plan but also in the context of forecasting the
influence of correlation of adopted indicators and parameters
on the value of real estate covered by the plan. According to
the intention of the legislature, the analysis of the planning

document, not only in terms of designation (function) of a real
estate, mentioned in the plan, but also taking into account the
remained indicators gives knowledge about the actual effect of
seemingly insignificant urban records. These actions should
precede completion of the planning procedure, related to the
adoption and implementation of the local law, that is the local
zoning plan.
In the current state of knowledge, to determine the changes
in a real estate value, regarding the intended land use specified
in the local plan, the value of the property before and after
the change is examined. The price is determined mostly on
the basis of average transaction prices for properties of similar
intended use (Łaguna et al., 2004; Cymerman, 2008).
The legislature does not require units responsible for implementing a municipal spatial policy to determine the economic
effects of adopting specific indicators in the plan. This means
that space management is virtually out of control for the indicated aspect, as the forecasts of financial effects and impact on
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environment made at the stage of completion of the plan, concern only the effects of its enactment, in search for taxes, that
an investor shall be charged by when implementing the findings of the plan. These actions are carried out in accordance
with the art. 36 par. 1 and 4 of the act on spatial planning
and development (Act, 2017). They apply to cases in which the
real estate value is increased or decreased, as a result of the
adoption of planning records. If the real estate value increases
due to the adoption of the plan, and the owner disposes this
property within 5 years from the date of the plan’s enactment,
a commune administrator or a mayor shall charge the owner
a one-time fee, determined in the plan. The so-called planning fee is determined as a percentage of the real estate value.
Its height, according to the will of the legislator, may not be
greater than 30% increase in the real estate value. In the case
the real estate value decreases due to the adoption of the plan,
the owner may apply for compensation for the decline in the
real estate value.
Given the above, it must be stated that municipal spatial
policy is shaped, by local laws, without consideration of the
real effects of adopting planning records and their impact on
the value of properties covered by the findings of the local plan.
At the stage of implementing the plan and determining urban
indicators, nobody controls the effects of the planned arrangements, e.g. using a comparative analysis of several concepts
with different values of individual indicators assigned.
The aim of the research presented here is to analyze the possible use of findings of a planning document and conditions of
land covered by a local plan, within the factors that may affect
the real estate value, in order to build predictive models of real
estate prices. Deep neural networks were used as predictive
models and a linear regression model was taken for comparison. The use of such models for spatial planning issues could
bring undoubted benefits in terms of knowledge of a real estate
value, which is influenced by findings of a planning document,
as well as abilities to program and somehow control provisions
of a local plan at the stage of implementation of the document.
Real estate price appraisal using neural networks is one of
the methods adopted by researchers to estimate land value.
Application of neural network in relation to the traditional
method is considered a faster way of obtaining results (Leśniak and Juszczyk, 2018). Currently, estimates and appraisals
for real estate valuations are based on the guidelines set out
within the regulation on the property valuation and appraisal
reports (Regulation, 2004).
The work presents the application of neural network in estimating a real estate value not only by using features, that
enable to describe them in space but also by urban indicators,
which are part of a planning document. As a result of the research, neural networks show their ability to be trained to the
extent that allows assuming that planning document findings,
not only in terms of land designation, directly impact on real
estate value, and the network itself can be a useful predicting
tool. On the basis of the adopted data (including urban indicators), networks show the ability to be trained effectively and
thus predict the value of a property. General diagram of actions
in the adopted model to support urban planning is shown on
Fig. 1.
The following methods are used in forecasting changes in
a real estate value: statistical, using decision trees and neural networks, taking into account the characteristics of the local market (Laskowska, 2008). Approach using a comprehensive system of prediction, using Geographic Information System (GIS) and models of artificial neural networks to the real
estate valuation was proposed, inter alia, by García et al. (2008).
To improve the efficiency of a real estate valuation, researchers
combine the real estate appraisal system based on GIS and neural network trained with backpropagation algorithm, in order

to construct a model for appraising the price. This method, due
to the search function, spatial data and attribute edition, improves the efficiency and accuracy of the valuation so that the
new method of real estate is provided by the system (Liu et al.,
2011).
Neural networks are considered by the current science as
a popular multidimensional analytical tool, inter alia, on the
need for a rational valuation of real estate (Minli and Yueran,
2010). Scientists are also trying to apply analyses of the Neural Network predictive capacity in conjunction with Multiple
Regression Analysis (MRA) (Xu et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018).
The integration of these systems has become the subject of research, also in terms of efficient real estate valuation. This type
of integration undoubtedly reduces restrictions, using the capabilities of systems that give more options than a single intelligent system, if combined. For this reason, scientists propose
the use of hybrid systems for efficient and more precise real
estate valuation than a traditional one (Taffese, 2007). Subjective decisions in the real estate valuation are also corrected
with coefficients within a method called Quantitative Comparative Approach. The principle is the assumption that the price
per unit area of real estate is the average price per unit area of
the particular set of housing supply and demand multiplied by
the product of several dimensionless adjustment coefficients of
factors (Yeh and Hsu, 2018).
Research carried out by Jasiński and Bochenek (2016) modeling the sales price of real estate was developed using GIS data,
archived sales prices with the use of additional information obtained, inter alia, in the process of analysis of land and mortgage registers. The literature review showed models based on
a relatively small number of explanatory variables, as well as
those built on a large number of data could both work correctly (Jasiński and Bochenek, 2016). Independently, neural
networks are used in prediction models of decision-making
about interior design, taking into account the economic, social and environmental effects (Bazan-Krzywoszańska et al.,
2019).
The possible use of neural networks in spatial development,
presented in the literature, relate only to the valuation and appraisal of real estate value. The model presented in the work
uses the characteristics of the space development and equipment, as well as parameters and urban indicators, established
in the local plan project, which may impact the functioning and
the possible use of real estate, and thus on its value. Additionally, it must be noted that this model, using the deep neural
network, was trained without the attributes that describe the
real estate value, such as average market price.

2

Legal status

In accordance with the art. 1 par. 3 the Act of 27 March 2003
on spatial planning and development (Act, 2017) the authority
responsible for the implementation of municipal spatial policy (Municipal Council through Commune Administrator, or
Mayor), and thus for the implementation of local zoning plans,
while specifying land use and its development, is required to
consider the public interest and private interests. Therefore it
ought to protect the existing land use as well as to change it
considering economic, environmental and social analyzes. The
requirement of efficient space development, considering the
economic value of space, in accordance with the art. 1 par. 4
of the Act is to be carried out by appropriate shaping of spatial
structures.
Independently, according to the art. 15 par. 1 subpar. 3 of
the Act, the plan’s draft justification shall determine its impact on the public finances, including the municipal budget,
pointing to the art. 15 par. 2 subpar. 12, as the basis of the
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Figure 1. The analysis of the real estate value on the basis of the conditions arising from the findings of the planning document

percentage which decides on the fee resulting from the art. 36
par. 4 of the Act – that is resulting from the increase in the
value of the property.
Based on the art. 37 par. 12 of the Act, to the rules for appraising the real estate value and the financial consequences of
the adoption of the local plan shall apply the art. 151 par. 1 and
the art. 152, in conjunction with the art. 154 of the Real Estate
Management Act of 21 August 1997 (Act, 2018). Methods and
techniques, inter alia, to appraise the real estate value, considering all the necessary and available data about the real estate,
referred to in art. 155 of the Act, are determined based on the
regulation of the Council of Ministers of 21 September 2004 on
the real estate valuation and appraisal (Regulation, 2004).
Given the above, it should be noted that none of the listed
elements of financial analysis, referred to in the Act on spatial planning and development in conjunction with the specific
provisions, refers to the stage of preparing the plan. This is a
stage of analyzing results and impacts of specific solutions e.g.
variants related not only to the land intended use or function
but also to other circumstances which may affect the real estate value if a certain variant of the plan’s records is adopted.
The model presented in the work shows the possibility of using
the deep neural network in obtaining knowledge on real estate
value, which is effected by the planning document’s records.

3

Artificial neural networks

Figure 2. Functional diagram of a neuron

Figure 3. Activation function of ReLU neuron

Multilayer artificial neural networks are currently among the
most effective and widely used calculation methods of artificial
intelligence (Leśniak and Juszczyk, 2018; Ertuğrul, 2018). Their
popularity has increased in recent years, mainly as a result of
the development of more efficient network training algorithms
with many hidden layers, called deep learning (Goodfellow et al.,
2016; Hofmann and Klinkenberg, 2013).
The primary component of the neural network is a neuron.
Mathematically, it is a weighted combiner, which outputs a
nonlinear function called activation function. Fig. 2 shows the
functional diagram of a neuron where the vector x is a vector
of N input signals, and vector w is a vector of weights, that
can strengthen or weaken the signals passing by. Weight w0
is associated with so-called bias signal, with a fixed value of 1.
Currently, ReLU (rectified linear unit) is an often used type
of neuron. This is a type of neuron commonly used in deep neural networks. It was also used in the in this work in calculation
research. For ReLU neuron activation function f is defined as

neurons only occur between successive layers which are fully
connected. Output signals of the last layer neurons are the response of the whole network. The number of neurons in this
layer depends on the addressed problem (Amakdouf et al., 2018;
Goodfellow et al., 2016). For example, in the issue considered
in this paper, the price of real estate is estimated. Therefore
one neuron in the output layer is needed, and its output signal, calculated on the basis of the input signals of the whole
network being processed by successive hidden layers, provides
the estimated value. This is, therefore, a linear neuron, not a
ReLU. The hidden layers can contain any number of neurons.
Their number may be subject to optimization depending on the
issue (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2003). The sample
diagram of a network with three hidden layers is presented on
Fig. 4. The neural network as a whole can be interpreted as a
system that performs a multiple variables function

f (x) = max(0, x)

where x is a vector of attribute values (input signals), on the
basis of which the decision is taken; y is the output signal of
the network, in this work it is the expected price of the real
estate. The properties of artificial neural networks allow their
practical applications to solve such issues as: recognition and
classification of patterns, approximation, prediction and many
more (Mrówczyńska, 2015).

This function is shown on Fig. 3. In the most common type of
neural networks – multilayer perceptrons, neurons are combined in layers. Only the first layer receives the input signals,
that is, the attribute values on the basis of which the network
has to make decisions in a given problem. Connections between

y = f (x) ,

(1)
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Table 1. Urban indicators and data used for the model, including those which affect the real estate investment attractiveness
Endogenous factors
• address of the property,
• type of real estate,
• function according to registry of
property prices and values,
• area, number of floor, number of
storeys in the building,
• storey of the property,
• building height,
• state of the property,
• parking lots,
• availability of technical infrastructure,
• primary and secondary intended use
in the local zoning plan,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

alternative use in the zoning plan,
a form of conservation protection,
maximum size,
minimum biologically active size,
the value of the property tax resulting
from the art. 36 of the Act (2017),
the number of parking spaces within
the real estate,
a form of possession,
wooded areas,
the form of greenery protection,
visual appraisal,
planning fee;

Figure 4. Neural network with three hidden layers and one output
neuron for price prediction

3.1

Exogenous factors

The training process of a neural network

For fixed network architecture (the number of layers and the
number of neurons in each layer), non-linear function performed by the network depends on the weights of connections
between neurons. The process of selecting values of these
weights is called network training. It takes place on the basis
of the available historical data representing the known cases of
the addressed problem (called a training set). In the issue of
estimating real estate prices, a training set contains historical
transactions with a known sale price of the estates described
with a certain set of attributes, such as size or location. The
training process is iterative. The network is presented with
successive examples as values of attributes provided to the inputs of neurons of the first layer, then the answers of subsequent layers are calculated until the last layer, where the output
signal is the network’s response to the solved problem. This response is compared with the actual, known for examples from
a training set. If the network’s answer is not satisfactory (mistake is too big) a modification of the network’s weights take
place, in such a way that at the next presentation of the example, the error is smaller.
The majority of the neural network training algorithms belong to gradient methods of training (Bataineh and Marler,
2017). However, their detailed explanation exceeds the capabilities of this work. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning several
important aspects of the network training process. The training process is iterative, so each training example is presented to
the network repeatedly. A training set should contain as many
examples as possible. The aim is to select such a set of weights
to make the network response with the smallest possible error
for test examples, that is for cases not presented while training (Goodfellow et al., 2016). In the example of predicting real
estate prices, those may be new potential sales of some real es-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

district safety,
distance from a bus stop and basic services,
forms of transport,
the condition of the road,
the availability of parking spaces,
insolation,
additional restrictions resulting from the provisions of separate regulations,
• nuisance;

tate, where the final prices are not known yet. Knowing, however, the values of attributes that describe the property, one
can calculate the response of the network which is an estimate
of the price.
The network training process is usually accompanied by assessing the quality of the resulting model. All available historical examples are divided into training data and test data (sometimes called validation data). For both, the correct (desired)
response is known. However, only training samples affect the
process of modification of the network weights. Test samples
are only used to check the network response quality. The process of assessing the model quality can be more complicated.
Cross-validation, as described in the further part of this work,
is the example. To obtain the best model for a given problem,
there is often a need to repeatedly train networks with different
architectures, activation functions, or values of training algorithms parameters.

3.2

Selection of input attributes

Selection of the appropriate input signals (that is, attributes describing each historical case) is crucial for the predictive ability
of networks. During their preparation, two aspects are important:
• input signals should contain the appropriate information regarding the addressed problem; In many cases, their selection should be supervised by an expert;
• each neuron requires that signals coming to it have certain
values, all attributes must be numeric; If in the issue, certain attributes are nominal, they must be properly coded
numerically. The manner it was performed in the considered issue is described in the further part of this work.
In the issue of forecasting real estate prices, in order to create the model, data and factors were selected which had an
impact on the investment attractiveness of real estate, with
regard to the conditions and indicators of the local plan that
impact the value and thus the attractiveness of real estate
(Szewrański et al., 2017; Mrówczyńska et al., 2018; Juszczyk
et al., 2018). Conditions, indicators and arrangements of the
local plan in the process of predicting real estate prices can be
divided into groups (Jasiński and Bochenek, 2016) i.e. endogenous and exogenous (Table 1).
The data used for modeling were obtained from 163 sale
and purchase transactions for 2016 and 2017, concluded within
the city center of Zielona Gora (Lubuskie voivodeship, Poland),
originating from the registry of prices and the value of real
estate held by the Mayor of Zielona Gora. Estimated value (de-
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Table 2. Numerical attributes used in the research
No.

Attribute name

Min

Max

Average

Deviation

Miss. val.*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

plot area [m2 ]
building premise area [m2 ]
max. developed area [m2 ]
min. biologically active area [m2 ]
tax value of the art. 36 [%]
planning fee [PLN]
adopted price per 1 m2 [PLN]

51
8.91
0.3
0
25
8594.95
1539.74

10717
6822.9
1
5
30
414255
5122

1069.82
157.19
0.67
0.22
30
91567.72
3817.62

1601.71
691.47
0.26
0.67
0.01
65867.32
708.78

0
15
0
1
23
0
0

*

Examples with missing values

Table 3. Nominal and binary attributes used in the research
No.

Attribute name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

address
function registry
the storey of the property
property with land share
valid Local Zoning Plan
Zoning Plan primary function
function registry for the function of Local
Zoning Plan
Zoning Plan secondary function
Zoning Plan alternative function
a form of conservator’s protection
conservator’s protection zone
allowable demolition
build-in height
access
the condition of the access road
access to green areas
availability of parking spaces
availability of basic services
availability of public transport
need to bear financial expenses of restoring
form of possession
form of functioning
technical condition of the building
wooded areas
protective greenery
insolation
extra restrictions
district safety
functionality
visual appraisal
noise
nuisance
additional functions according to plan
Zoning Plan secondary function

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Num.
Miss.
of
values
values
44
15
7
2
2
11
2

0
0
10
0
0
12
21

2
2
4
4
2
4
4
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
5
2

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

pendent variable) was the real estate value in PLN/m2 .
The study uses data for 2016 and 2017, as older ones do not
reflect current realities about property prices in Zielona Gora.
In the selected test area and period Zielona Gora City Hall registered 163 transactions, meeting the location and real estate
requirements, in the system. The data from the registry apply to prices of real estate along with the land participation
which arises from notarial deeds of purchase/sale of real estate,
which are the basic documents to build the official registry. The
data collection was boosted by indicators and data which characterize a property in terms of its investment attractiveness,
referred to in Table 1. In Table 2 numerical attributes used in
the research are presented. Among them, there is the price
for m2 , which is the target feature predicted by the proposed
model. In Table 3 nominal and binary attributes are presented.

In the case of binary attributes they are encoded numerically
as the values from the set {-1.1}, where "-1" is encoded false
value , "1" is encoded true value.
The nominal attributes are encoded as a set of new binary
attributes and encoded numerically the same as in the case
of binary attributes. For example, if the nominal attribute
Visual appraisal takes the possible values: nice, ugly and with
no special features, for the purposes of the research they are
changed to three binary attributes:
• visual_appraisal_nice,
• visual_appraisal_ugly,
• visual_appraisal_no_special_features.
When the value of the original nominal attribute Visual is ugly,
corresponding numeric attributes have the following values:
visual_appraisal_nice
visual_appraisal_ugly
visual_appraisal_no_special_features

=
=
=

–1,
1,
–1.

By adopting this procedure for encoding all the attributes used
for the model are shown as numeric.
Only those attributes were used that do not have direct information about the price in PLN/m2 (new polish złoty/m2 ). The
aim was to examine whether deep neural networks are able,
on the basis of these data, to predict the real estate price in
PLN/m2 . When the attributes were imported in this way, 163
examples and 41 original attributes (numerical, nominal and
binary) describing individual real estates were obtained. The
original nominal and binary attributes were then encoded in
the previously described manner. Eventually, 161 numeric attributes were received, many of them with the values from the
set {1,-1}. Missing values have been replaced with a value of 0.

3.3

Applied models

The study compared the following models:
i. a linear model, included in this study as a reference
method; the linear model was the M5 model proposed by
Quinlan (1992). M5 constructs tree-based piecewise linear
models which combine a standard decision tree with the linear regression functions at the nodes.
ii. neural network with one hidden layer, 100 ReLU neurons,
trained by 10000 epochs, ADADELTA training algorithm;
iii. neural network with two hidden layers, 100 and 70 ReLU
neurons, trained by 10000 epochs, ADADELTA training algorithm;
iv. neural network with three hidden layers, 100, 70 and 50
ReLU neurons, trained by 10000 epochs, ADADELTA training
algorithm;
In the above statement, the linear model was used as a kind of
reference model. Models of neural networks as nonlinear models, will be compared with the linear model in order to check
whether the application of neural networks is meaningful, that
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Table 4. Results for split validation; MAE – Mean Absolute Error; MRE – Mean Relative Error
Training

Model

Testing

MAE [PLN/m2 ]

MRE [%]

MAE [PLN/m2 ]

MRE [%]

0.00 ± 0.00
3.30 ± 5.08
1.96 ± 3.02
0.96 ± 1.83

0.00± 0.00
0.09 ± 0.15
0.05 ± 0.08
0.03 ± 0.08

254.50 ± 284.57
160.63 ± 249.72
123.16 ± 215.32
83.49 ± 209.38

7.22 ± 9.20
4.90 ± 10.01
3.95 ± 9.60
2.20 ± 5.23

Linear regression
Neural Network (100)
Neural Network (100-70)
Neural Network (100-70-50)

is, whether it brings any benefit compared with the known and
much simpler model.
Evaluation of the model was based on two values:
i. Mean absolute error (MAE) in PLN/m2 . The average absolute deviation of the prediction from the actual value, given
as
MAE =

M
1 X
ypred – yreal ,
M

(2)

i=1

where ypred is the price predicted by the model, yreal is the
true value of the price, M is the number of transactions in
the training/testing set.
ii. Mean relative error (MRE) in %. The average relative error is the average of the absolute deviation of the prediction
from the actual value divided by actual value, given as

MRE =

M
1 X ypred – yreal
· 100%.
M
yreal

(3)

i=1

Modeling was carried out using RapidMiner Studio 7.6 (Hofmann and Klinkenberg, 2013).

4

Research results

The numerical experiments, carried out for the purposes of research, were performed in two stages. In the first stage, a division of all available examples of historical training data and
test data was made in the ratio of 60%/40%. We used the
60/40 split ratio instead of more common 70/30 or 80/20, as
we wanted to use more examples for testing to make the evaluation more reliable. We are aware, that with such a small
number of available historical transactions, there is a problem
with constructing big enough training and testing sets. In our
opinion having a smaller number of testing examples makes
split validation less reliable in this case. In the second stage,
the tests were performed with the cross-validation procedure,
widely used in machine training. It is intended to provide a
better evaluation of the average performance of the models.

4.1

Results for split validation

Table 4 shows the average results obtained for the training and
testing data (along with the standard deviation specified as ±),
for the considered models with available data randomly divided
in the ratio 60%/40% (training/test). The applied procedure is
characterized on Fig. 5.
Larger error values for test data in comparison with the results of the training data is a typical result in machine learning. Modern methods of training neural networks have builtin mechanisms of so-called regularization to prevent the adverse over-fitting of the network, i.e. undesired reduction of
training error at the expense of increased test error. It is worth
recalling that the test data results enable to assess the utility
of a model in the new cases. Virtually zero train error for a

Figure 5. Illustration of the split validation procedure

linear regression model is nothing positive in the face of its
much higher error in test data. On the other hand, neural networks have a higher error in the training data, but at the same
time, they can better generalize knowledge in a training set
as their test error is smaller. This is an important argument
for the application of neural networks. The used linear regression model, M5, constructs tree-based piecewise linear models
which combine a standard decision tree with the linear regression functions at the nodes. In this task, M5 as a tree-based
model is exposed to overfitting during the training stage, even
more than neural networks, as our results show. The modern regularization algorithms for neural networks protect the
neural model from overfitting more effectively in case of our
limited data.
The best result, measured by a relative test error, was
achieved by the largest neural network (three hidden layers).
This error was only avg. 2.20%, which is about 84 PLN difference between the actual price and expected price. These results
confirm the possibility of using the deep neural network to predicting real estate prices on the basis of a data set composed
of urban indicators and arrangements in a planning document,
which is a local zoning plan. The research confirmed that neural networks could be a tool used at the stage of implementation
of the local plan’s draft, before the completion of the work on
this document. Test error of a model decreases, as the network
is growing. This means that the use of deep learning is more
efficient compared to simpler networks.
In addition, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show histograms of the distribution of absolute errors for linear regression, and a network
with three hidden layers. A number of test transactions (axis
OY), for which estimating the price was an absolute given error (OX) can be read from it. One can observe that, although
both models happened to make predictions with an error of
1000PLN/m 2 , the neural network provided far more cases with
lower errors than the linear regression model. Similar conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 where
histograms of the differences between the expected and the actual price for the test data are presented. Therefore, the positive values on the axis OX relate to transactions, where the predicted price was overvalued in relation to the real price, while
negative values relate to transactions where the model underestimated the price in relation to the actual one.
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Figure 6. Histogram of absolute errors for test data for linear model

Figure 10. Procedure of cross-validation

Table 5. Results for 10-fold cross-validation; MAE – Mean Absolute
Error; MRE – Mean Relative Error
Testing errors

Model

Figure 7. Histogram of absolute errors for test data for the neural
network model with three hidden layers

Linear regression
Neural Network (100)
Neural Network (100-70)
Neural Network (100-70-50)

4.2

Figure 8. Histogram of differences between the predicted and actual prices for test data for the linear model

Figure 9. Histogram of differences between the predicted and actual prices for test data for the neural network model with
three hidden layers

MAE [PLN/m2 ]

MRE [%]

365.00 ± 143.48
141.59 ± 49.98
124.73 ± 109.06
125.75 ± 90.11

12.94 ± 7.18
4.50 ± 3.03
4.08 ± 4.77
3.68 ± 3.24

Results for cross-validation

In the case of a relatively small data set which we are dealing
with in this research, dividing it into two parts, as described in
the previous point, makes the estimation very unstable. Also,
the training process does not have a sufficient number of examples. Therefore, cross-validation is often used to get the
average rating of the quality of the given classification or predictive model. In this method, the original set of all available
historical data is split into K subsets. Then each of them is
used as a test set, and the remaining K-1 parts constitute the
training set. Analysis (training and testing) is, therefore made
K times. K results are then averaged to get one result that is the
estimate of the model performance. The application of crossvalidation also allows verifying statistical significance of the
observed differences in the operation of the individual methods. This method has been shown schematically on Fig. 10.
Table 5 shows the results of 10-times (K = 10) crossvalidation for these models. The results confirm the previously
observed relationship between the models, which is an advantage of neural networks on the linear model and the benefits of
increasing the size of a network. However, due to the used procedure, this estimation of the model quality can be considered
more reliable.
The results of cross-validation were the subject of statistical analysis by ANOVA tests and Student’s t-distribution available in RapidMiner software. In simple terms, the ANOVA test
null hypothesis implies that there are no statistically significant differences between the achievements of the various methods. The ANOVA test result in this case was the rejection of
the null hypothesis, then the conclusion is, that there are statistically significant differences between the models. The null
sources of these differences can be searched for performing the
Student’s t-distribution for each pair of models. Null hypoth-
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Table 6. Relative importances of the first ten attributes selected
based on the weights of the first two layers of the trained
neural network with three hidden layers
Variable

Relative importance

function_registry_garage
function_registry_residential_building
function_registry_warehouses
planning_fee
storey_of_the_property_5
function_registry_administration
district_safety_1
function_registry_commercial_service
address_Lipowa
insolation_1

1.000000
0.800775
0.480549
0.412057
0.262469
0.233232
0.215955
0.199752
0.195060
0.154086

esis for a given pair of methods assumes that between these
two methods there is no statistically significant difference in
operation. The analysis at the significance level 0.05, showed
significant differences between the linear model and any of the
neural networks. However, it indicated no statistically significant differences for any of the networks pairs. This means
that linear regression is worse from any neural network and
this is a statistically significant difference. The test was not
able to detect statistically significant differences between the
networks. However, increasing the depth of the network tends
to reduce the relative error.
The presented results show that the use of deep neural networks is an effective method of predicting real estate prices.
The best considered model had the mean relative error of prediction 3.68% ±3.24%, which translates into avg. 125 PLN error in predicting the price per m2 . It must be noted that none
of the attributes describing the value, such as the average market price for similar properties, were used. The result can be
considered as satisfactory and allows to look at the further use
of networks in predicting other urban indicators such as investment potential of real estate.

4.3

The importance of the input attributes

Neural networks are referred to as ‘black box’ models. This
means that providing the values of certain attributes to the input, and then receiving the response as signals of the output
layer neurons, does not enable to directly interpret and follow
the decision-making process. Specifically, the impact of various attributes on the final response cannot be directly indicated. Especially for a network with many hidden layers, the
dependence of the output signal is a strongly non-linear function of the input attributes. However, there are some heuristic
methods, trying to determine the significance of individual attributes assigned by a network. The simple idea is to recognize
those connections between neurons which have a higher absolute weight value at the end of training, as more significant.
The model used in RapidMiner is able to assess the appropriateness of individual input attributes, on the basis of weights
of neurons in the first two layers. Table 6 presents a list of
the ten most important attributes according to this method,
along with the assigned numeric significance ratings (based
on a trained network with three layers used in split-validation
experiments). In many ways, this is an interesting list, as one
can see the network takes into account information about the
characteristics of the place, its location, intended use, but also
additional features such as insolation, or safety. It is worth noting that the network does not make a decision on the basis of
only those conditions. However, these are heuristically recognized as the most significant. There is no simple answer to the
question of why some of them are top rated and not the others.

This is the result of the network training when even thousands
of weights of neural connections are selected. An interesting
direction of future studies will be to compare the assessment
of the significance of attributes identified by a neural network
as the most important, and those identified by human experts.

5

Summary

The aim of the presented research was to analyze the possible
use of a planning document findings and conditions of the land
covered by a local plan, within the factors that may affect a real
estate value, in order to build predictive models of real estate
prices. Deep neural networks were used as predictive models
and a linear regression model was taken for comparison. Neural networks with one, two and three hidden layers were used.
Split validation was used to illustrate the model’s performance
and cross- validation was used in order to estimate the performance more systematically and more reliably. Statistical
test ANOVA and Student’s t-test were also used for a statistical comparison of results. The use of neural network models
required adequate data preparation. The small number of historical transactions was the main problem. The vast part of
the attributes was nominal, or binary and required appropriate
encoding as numeric attributes. The data also missed some values, which were replaced by default ones. Despite difficult conditions, data preparation strategy allowed the proposed models
to achieve promising results.
The research results suggest the relevance of the assumption that modeling, using deep neural network, can be a tool
helpful in choosing the most advantageous variant of planning
arrangements in a local law document, that determines the
land use and development, thus has an impact on its value.
The presented computing studies indicate that the best
model concerned in this work (neural network with three layers of hidden), which estimates the real estate value, had the
mean relative error of prediction at 3.68% ± 3.24%, which
translates into an avg. 125 PLN of error in predicting the price
per m2 . The average real estate value within the adopted data
was 3764 PLN/m2 .
The attitude towards a planning document presented in this
work gives the opportunity to deal with the issue of planning
records regarding their real effects. In this case, economic impact, related to the value of the property covered by the findings of the planning document. Urban indicators included in
the study, confirm the assumption which demonstrates the existence of a significant relationship between the findings of the
planning document and the value of the real estate covered by
these records. This is due not only to the planning records
that indicate function and use of a real estate. As is clear from
the research, it is dependent on many other parameters that
affect the use and equipment of a real estate (insolation, district where the property is located, technical infrastructure, access to roads, green system, services, biologically active surface
rate, development area rate, development intensity, planning
fee) that are in most cases not mentioned in the document required by law i.e. assessment of the financial impact of the plan
adoption. This approach gives the opportunity to determine the
hierarchy of factors affecting the value of the property.
The presented method allows to apply scenario analysis of
the findings of the plan – take into account the impact of individual effects and indicators on the real estate economic value.
In the present state of law, such an approach is not taken into
account. The possible effects of the plan, with a big estimating error resulting mainly from the methods of forecasting the
financial impact are considered after the plan completion.
Another effect of this type of actions is modeling space using a specific set of attributes. Visualization of the results of
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Figure 11. System to support operating a municipality

analyses of the plan arrangements variants, using a particular
set of characteristics with the indicated values, gives the opportunity to present, in the case of the analysis referred to in this
work, their impact on the price of the land covered by the arrangements of the plan’s draft. The research results presented
in this work, show that the models which use deep neural network can successfully be used in the process of e.g. analysis
of variants of the same local plan draft (taking into account
different parameters of the same urban indicators).
Analysis of variants of the plan allows assessing the impact of the plan arrangements already at its development stage.
This is the stage which precedes a final decision of a mayor, a
commune administrator, or a municipal council made about
planning document records, which directly impact development of municipalities, and thus their development policy.
It must be noted that the analysis referred to in the article
can become quite an effective tool in shaping development policy (Fig. 11). Unification of indicators and metrics, periodically
supplied with databases information and constant monitoring
of the management system, with the clearly specified objective of local government units, indicate that the modeling of
decision-making variants with neural networks, can be an effective method of achieving favorable results. In the presented
system for the municipality management, decisions made at
the level of the local plan, relating to the municipality area and
its management, have a direct impact on the space functions,
its attractiveness, also in terms of investments, which translates into economic and social value.
The main limitation of the research was the input data set,
in particular the number of data resulting from official registers data sets. A small number of the available historical transactions, missing values and different attributes’ types (numerical, nominal and binary) caused difficulties with the preparation of appropriate input to the networks which require numeric attributes without missing values. However, a developed
simple data preprocessing strategy proved to be promising. It

is also known that deep neural networks provide the best predictive models if they are trained with a large number of examples (many thousands). The more promising seem the results
obtained for such a limited database.
It must be assumed, regarding the research results, that using such constructed data sets, the model can be an extremely
helpful tool in decision-making system e.g. in choosing the
most advantageous variant, in this case, at the level of a making plan draft and establishing individual parameters and indicators identified on the basis of this document. The individual
variants are possible to present in an accessible manner. Establishing the hierarchy of factors having an impact on reaching the goal, allows for translating the values of individual factors’ weights to schedule changes using scenarios possible to
achieve with e.g. FCM (Fuzzy Cognitive Maps).Independently,
it must be accepted that the method presented in this work
gives rather good results, regarding the fact that the model
uses a large amount of non-numeric factors, in this case related to the characteristics of the development and the use of
real estate.
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